In this paper, a hollow random binary alloy nanosphere and initially homogeneous is considered under the approximation that the radial dependence of the vacancy formation free energy can be neglected. On the basis of a theoretical description and kinetic Monte Carlo simulations it is shown that the steady-state condition for the atomic components is not achievable during its shrinkage at any composition when the ratio of the tracer diffusion coefficients * * B
Introduction
Hollow nanoparticles represent an important class of novel materials and attract special interest due to their broad range of advanced scale-dependent applications, for example, in photonic devices, drug delivery vehicles, nano-chemical reactors, robust carriers/catalysts, active material encapsulation, ionic intercalation, key components of ultra-lightweight structural materials, size-selective reactions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Today, hollow nano-objects can be fabricated from a wide spectrum of materials ranging from single elements to ternary compounds [2] . The underlying mechanisms of the synthesis of hollow nanoparticles can be classified into template and template-free categories. At the present time, template synthesis is the most widely used method for materials chemists to prepare this class of materials [1] : nanomaterials with hollow interiors can be obtained after removal of the sacrificial templates, such as a porous matrix, solid nanowires or nanoparticles. For example, Sun et al., [3] have developed a simple and generic approach for the large-scale synthesis of hollow nanostructures made of Au, Pt and Pd. The key step of this process is the redox reaction between the surface of the Ag template and the solution of the appropriate salt precursor. Template-free techniques are based on self-organisation phenomena such as self-rolling, oriented attachment, Ostwald ripening, and, recently, the Kirkendall effect [1, 2, 4, 5] . Using the Kirkendall effect at the nano-level, Yin et al. [4] demonstrated the formation of hollow nanospheres of cobalt oxide, sulphide and selenide starting with nanocrystals of cobalt in an environment of the non-metal. Thus significant progress in experimental work on synthesis of hollow nanoparticles has already been achieved. A number of valuable reviews on inorganic hollow nano-objects are already available [1, 2, 6, 7] .
Nevertheless, it has been noted [8] , that hollow nanospheres should be unstable in principle and, with time, they should have a tendency to shrink to a compact nanosphere. This is because the resulting reduction in surface area should be more advantageous from an energetic point of view: ( ) (γ is the surface energy per unit area, i r and e r are the inner and external radii of a hollow nanosphere, f r is the radius of a collapsed compact nanosphere). In accordance with [8] the mechanism of shrinking can be considered as a result of a vacancy flux from the inner surface to the external surface. The driving force for such a flux is the difference between the vacancy compositions V c on the inner and external surfaces due to the difference of the chemical potential of the vacancies V f V ln c kT g + ∆ = µ ( f g ∆ is the vacancy formation free energy) on the inner and external surfaces (the Gibbs-Thomson effect).
In [9] , it has been noted that in the case of a binary alloy nanoshell, the shrinkage process is more complicated. The vacancy flux J V from inner to external surface, caused by the Gibbs-Thomson effect, leads to inward atomic fluxes J A and J B (A and B are the atomic components of the binary alloy) [9] . If diffusion of one species, for example A, proceeds faster, then A will segregate near the inner surface. The resulting composition gradient A will reduce the vacancy flux and hence will have a tendency to suppress the shrinking process [9] . The main result of the phenomenological analysis [9] is that the shrinkage rate of a hollow nanosphere in the case of a binary alloy will be controlled by the diffusion of the slower species according to the steady-state condition for the atomic components.
In [10] , by theoretical description and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations, it has been shown that for a hollow random binary alloy nanosphere with an equi-atomic (initially homogeneous) composition and neglecting the radial dependence of vacancy formation free energy, the steady-state condition for the atomic components is not reachable during shrinkage and its collapse time can be estimated with reasonable accuracy by using the geometric mean of the ratios of the atomic fluxes at self-diffusion and steady-state.
In this paper, a theoretical and KMC study of the composition effect on the rate of hollow random binary alloy nanospheres shrinkage induced by the vacancy diffusion is performed.
Theory
In a hollow nanosphere with internal radius i r and external radius e r , the variation of the vacancy composition near the surfaces is given by the Gibbs-Thomson equations [10] : , where 0 f g ∆ is the vacancy formation free energy near the planar surface. A simplified treatment of the Gibbs-Thomson effect for a hollow nanosphere (Eq. 1) (see [8] ) assumes that
and that the vacancy formation free energy with respect to a planar surface in a crystal system does not depend on distance from the surface, so that
is the vacancy formation free energy with respect to the planar surface in the bulk of the crystal system). In this approximation, Eq. 1 is [8]:
where eq V c is the vacancy composition with respect to the planar surface in the bulk of the crystal system. From Eq. 2 it follows that
, so a vacancy composition profile across the hollow nanoshell will be represented by a monotonic decreasing function and consequently a vacancy composition gradient across the hollow nanoshell will exist [8] .
Let us consider the vacancy flux in the following form (for the pure element this form can be identified with Fick's First Law):
where D can be considered as the controlling parameter of the vacancy motion within a nanoshell. In particular, for a pure element hollow nanosphere under the approximation of Eq. 2 we have
, where V D is the diffusion coefficient of the vacancies, which is related to the measurable
(f 0 is the geometric correlation factor for the lattice). It is obvious that in the general case of binary and higher compounds more than one independently varying thermodynamic driving force should be considered. The parameter D then cannot be 666
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The external radius e r changes can be found from the condition of the conservation of matter:
. To analyse the shrinking kinetics of a hollow nanosphere with the use of Eqs. 2 and 4, the vacancy composition profile and the controlling parameter of the vacancy motion within the nanoshell must be determined using an appropriate method.
We assume that the process is in a quasi-steady-state for vacancy concentration:
A linear approximation of the Gibbs-Thomson boundary conditions (Eq. 2) (with a maximum error of 5% when
gives the following expressions for the vacancy compositions at the internal and external surfaces:
Then, taking into account Eq. 5 and neglecting the radial dependence of D , Eq. 4 can be reduced to [8, 9] :
In [11] , an analytical solution to Eq. 6 has been found:
r and e0 r are the inner and the external radii of the hollow nanosphere at the initial point of time 0 = t . Since the linear approximation of the Gibbs-Thomson boundary conditions is satisfactory only at β 3 i > r , the lowest value of δ given by Eq. 7 cannot equal zero. Nevertheless, in [12] on the basis of the results of kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of a pure element hollow nanosphere it was shown that Eq. 7 describes shrinkage kinetics quite reasonably even for the case β 3 i0 < r . Therefore, it is justifiable to substitute zero for δ in Eq. 7 in order to obtain a rather simple expression for the estimation of the collapse time of a hollow nanosphere:
However, unlike the simplified treatment of the Gibbs-Thomson effect (Eq. 2), in reality we can expect a vacancy composition profile across the hollow nanoshell to be represented by a function with a minimum (
). This will be justified if we take into account that the vacancy formation free energy with respect to a planar surface in a crystal system depends on distance from the surface due to surface and subsurface relaxation, so that In this case, the hollow nanosphere should be in a state corresponding to the local minimum of the free energy. Accordingly, growing of the vacancy composition in the shell should result in an increase of the free energy of such a system, namely to an increase of that free energy part which is responsible for the volume of the nanoshell. Thus, some free energy barrier should obstruct the transition of the hollow nanosphere by the vacancy mechanism to the state corresponding to the global minimum of free energy (shrinkage to a solid nanosphere). Furthermore, the vacancy formation free energy near a surface in an alloy should be a function of atomic composition because of surface and subsurface segregation phenomena.
Next, we discuss shrinking kinetics by vacancy diffusion of a hollow binary alloy nanosphere with the assumption that a vacancy composition profile across the nanoshell can be represented by a monotonically decreasing function.
In [10] , it has been shown that the Onsager flux equations [13, 14] allow the vacancy flux in a hollow binary alloy nanosphere containing two atomic components A and B on a single lattice with
is the average atomic fraction of A) to be written in the form:
where L AA , L BB and L AB are the phenomenological coefficients; A c and B c are the compositions of species A and B (fractions of sites occupied by A and B atoms); X V is the vacancy thermodynamic force. In writing Eq (9) it was supposed that the system is isothermal, and that external forces and any vacancy sinks or sources inside the nanoshell are absent. Then the vacancy thermodynamic force X V is equal to minus the gradient of the chemical potential of vacancies. The thermodynamic force arising from the gradient of the vacancy chemical potential is:
where
can be denoted as the vacancy thermodynamic factor. It should arise if the vacancy formation free energy depends either on the distance from a surface due to subsurface relaxation or on atomic composition due to surface and subsurface segregation phenomena or on both. Therefore, the vacancy thermodynamic factor might be important for analysis of diffusion by vacancies inside a nano-object because in such a system the fractions of subsurface and bulk atoms are of comparable magnitudes. Substituting Eq. 10 into Eq. 9, we have:
Comparing Eqs. 3 and 11 the controlling parameter of the vacancy motion within a binary alloy nanoshell (or shrinking rate) can be written in the form:
In Eq. 12, the atomic fluxes can be approximated by * A J and * B J -the atomic fluxes in the selfdiffusion experiment. Let us consider the following expression as the first approximation to the ratio of the atomic fluxes:
Approximation Eq. 13 comes about if we assume that the atomic thermodynamic forces are equal B A X X = [10] . In this case, the controlling parameter of the vacancy motion within a binary alloy nanoshell should be equal to
is the diffusion coefficient of the vacancies [14] . On the other hand, the steady-state condition in a binary alloy can be used as another approximation for the ratio of the atomic fluxes [13] :
Thus in general, the controlling parameter of the vacancy motion within a binary alloy nanoshell should be confined to the interval:
From an experimental point of view it is desirable to express the lower and upper limits in Eq. 17 in terms of measurable tracer diffusion coefficients of the atomic components * A D and * B D of a binary alloy. However, for concentrated alloys substantial progress in developing of the relationships between the phenomenological coefficients and the tracer diffusion coefficients of the atomic components has been made only for the well-known random alloy model. For this reason, the random alloy model introduced first by Manning [13] is frequently used as a reference point for interpreting tracer and chemical diffusion data in concentrated alloys. In a binary random alloy, the atomic components A and B exchange with a vacancy with average jump frequencies A w and B w ,
respectively. For a cubic crystal the relations between A w , B w and *
where z is the coordination number of the lattice, λ is the jump distance, A f and B f are the tracer correlation factors for species A and B respectively. It has been shown by Moleko and Allnatt [15] that exact relations (sum-rules) exist between the phenomenological coefficients of the random alloy model in addition to the Onsager reciprocity relations. In a binary random alloy with a cubic lattice these sum-rules are expressed as:
Then, for the lower limit in Eq. 17, we have that:
whilst for the upper limit:
Unfortunately, the Moleko and Allnatt sum-rules are not enough to express the upper limit in Eq. 17 in terms of A w and B w . The Manning diffusion kinetics random alloy formalism [13] provides an approximation for the relationships between the phenomenological coefficients and the atomic jump frequencies A w and B w in a binary alloy at 0 V → c . These relationships satisfy the Onsager reciprocity relations as well as the sum-rules discovered much later by Moleko and Allnatt [15] . Since we have already applied the Moleko and Allnatt sum-rules, here, we will write down only one of the relationships, namely:
[16] formalisms, as shown by the considerable difference of the results for the tracer correlation factors of the atomic components [18] . The tracer correlation factors given by Manning [13] are:
whilst the MAA [16] result can be written as (see also [18] ):
High-precision Monte Carlo calculations by Belova and Murch [17, 18] showed that both Manning [13] and MAA [16] formalisms for the phenomenological coefficients expressed in term of the atomic jump frequencies in a binary alloy are in excellent agreement with computer simulation results. However, the Manning [13] formalism generally provides only a fair approximation of the tracer correlation factors of the atomic components. In general, the MAA [16] formalism performs much better than Manning's and the agreement with computer simulation results is almost exact [18] .
In practice, in order to estimate the range for the controlling parameter of the vacancy motion within a binary alloy nanoshell, it is reasonable to substitute into Eqs. 18 and 20 -25 the average atomic fractions for the compositions of the species
, and the average vacancy composition, eq V c , with respect to the planar surface in the bulk of the binary alloy for V c . Finally, in this section it should be noted that if for some hollow binary alloy nanosphere we can expect the vacancy thermodynamic factor close to unity 1 V ≈ ϕ , then the steady-state approximation for vacancies (Eq. 5) should be quite reasonable and, consequently, we can use Eq. 8 coupled with Eq. 17 and the MAA formalism [16] for the tracer correlation factors to estimate a range for the collapse time of a hollow binary alloy nanosphere:
(26)
Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation
Let us consider a kinetic Monte Carlo model of a hollow binary alloy nanosphere on a rigid f.c.c. lattice with lattice parameter a. We assume that the three nearest neighbour pair-interaction energies are equal φ φ φ φ = = = AB BB AA but the atomic jump frequencies are strongly different B A w w =100. This model has an enthalpy of mixing equal to zero and it is a perfect approximation of the random alloy model. The reduced pair-interaction energies 5 . 1 − = kT φ provides an equilibrium vacancy composition eq V c ∼1.24×10 -4 close to the vacancy composition at the melting temperature T m (for further details see [11, 12, 19] ). Furthermore, for such a model, the vacancy thermodynamic factor should be equal to unity (
The initial hollow nanosphere had an inner radius r i0 =7a and external radius r e0 =17a ( 41 . 0 0 ≈ ε ), and consisted of A + B =76750 atoms randomly distributed on the lattice of the nanoshell according to alloy compositions. No initial vacancies were introduced inside the nanoshell. We chose the 
Then, in full analogy with Eq. 26 assuming the steady-state approximation for the vacancies (Eq. 5) and
taking into account that the average vacancy jump frequency const ) 1 (
, the range for the normalized collapse time of the KMC model of the hollow random binary alloy nanosphere is given by:
On the other hand, the normalized collapse time of the KMC model of the hollow random binary alloy nanosphere can be determined directly from the simulation by the relation:
is the number of KMC steps per atom before collapse of the hollow nanosphere with given x and ratio B A w w . In Fig. 1(a) , the normalized collapse time as a function of the atomic fraction x according to the data of KMC simulation is shown by points, together with solid curves predicted by the lower and upper limits of Eq. 27. Fig. 1(a) clearly demonstrates that the collapse time of the KMC model of the hollow random binary alloy nanosphere is more than could be expected due to the correlation factor of the vacancies for selfdiffusion. It is because the diffusion of species A proceeds faster, and then A segregates near the inner surface. The resulting composition gradient of component A reduces the vacancy flux and hence generates a tendency to suppress the shrinking process [9] . At the same time, the collapse time of the KMC model of the hollow random binary alloy nanosphere is much smaller than could be expected at a steady-state approximation for the atomic components (see Fig. 1(a) ). Thus, the results of the KMC simulation demonstrate that the steady-state condition for the atomic components is not reachable during the shrinkage of the hollow random binary alloy nanosphere with the atomic jump frequency ratio B A w w =100 at any composition. In other words, the collapse time of the KMC model of the hollow random binary alloy nanosphere is much less than the time required for achieving the steady-state condition for the atomic components. Fig. 1(b) shows that the tracer diffusion coefficient ratio * * B
A D D of the components of the random binary alloys as a function of the atomic fraction x at the given ratio B A w w =100 for Manning [13] and MAA [16] formalisms, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 1 (a) [13] and MAA [16] formalisms, respectively. components is not reachable during the shrinkage of the hollow random binary alloy nanosphere at any composition at least if the tracer diffusion coefficient ratio * * B
A D D is about one -two orders of magnitude. Finally, it is important to point out one of our observations, which is purely empirical and has no strong justifiable physical proof. With the aid of Eq. 8 a reasonable approximation of the dependence of the collapse time of the KMC model of the hollow random binary alloy nanosphere on the atomic fraction x at 5 . 0 ≤ x can be obtained in the following way. We use in Eq. 12 the geometric mean of the ratios of the atomic fluxes at self-diffusion (Eq. 13) and steady-state (Eq. 15) for the controlling parameter of the vacancy motion within the nanoshell: 
The predicted (according to Eq. 8) normalized collapse time for the controlling parameter of the vacancy motion within a binary alloy nanoshell (Eq. 12) with the ratio of the atomic fluxes given by Eq. 28 is shown in Fig. 1(a) by the dashed line.
Summary
By a theoretical description and kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, it has been demonstrated that for a hollow random binary alloy nanosphere (initially homogeneous) at an approximation neglecting the radial dependence of the vacancy formation free energy, the steady-state condition for the atomic components is not reachable during its shrinkage at any composition at least if the tracer diffusion coefficient ratio * * B
A D D is about one -two orders of magnitude. A reasonable approximation of the dependence of the collapse time of the kinetic Monte Carlo model of the hollow random binary alloy nanosphere on the atomic fraction x of the faster diffusion species at 5 . 0 ≤ x can be obtained by using the geometric mean of the ratios of the atomic fluxes at selfdiffusion and steady-state in the theoretical description of the vacancy motion within the nanoshell. At 5 . 0 > x the ratio of the atomic fluxes approaches the self-diffusion ratio as x increases.
